Observable consequences of formation of Au anions from deposition of Au atoms on ultrathin oxide films.
Charging of metal atoms or clusters on oxide surfaces has important consequences on their chemical and physical properties. Recently it is has been shown that negatively charged gold atoms and clusters form spontaneously from neutral Au atoms deposited on ultrathin MgO films. The formation of anions on the surface remains difficult to prove experimentally. Also theoretically, the discrimination between neutral and charged adsorbed species is not straightforward. In this paper we perform an accurate analysis of the observable consequences of the formation of Au anions on an oxide surface. To this end we consider the following properties: spin distribution, density of states, Bader charges, substrate relaxation, simulated scanning tunneling microscopy images, work function changes, CO vibrational frequency, electric field effects, and core level shifts. Most of these properties are accessible experimentally, at least in principle. Taken individually, these properties do not necessarily provide conclusive evidence about the charged nature of the adsorbate. Taken together, they offer a complete and unambiguous characterization of the formation of Au anions.